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I. INTRODUCTION
In 1909» Knudsen^ derived the theoretical expressions 
governing the effusive flow of gas molecules through small 
openings. Since that time many investigators have measured 
low vapor pressures by what has been termed the "Knudsen 
Effusion Method."
2In 1931, Volmer described an apparatus used by 
Heller^ and Neumann^ for the determination of molecular 
weights in the gaseous state at low pressures. Subsequently 
Neumann and Volker^ applied the method to the measurement of 
low vapor pressures. It consists essentially in measuring 
the force of recoil of molecules effusing from the orifices 
of an effusion cell suspended from a torsion fiber. This 
method is here termed the "Torsion-Effusion Method." For 
the measurement of the total equilibrium pressure over the 
condensed phase, a knowledge of the vapor species is not 
required. Several investigators have combined the torsion- 
effusion method with the Knudsen effusion method for the 
determination of an average molecular weight of the vapor 
species.
Neumann and Volker^ have applied the torsion-effusion 
method to the determination of the vapor pressures of 
benzophenone, mercury, and potassium. Neumann^ measured 
the vapor pressures of rhombic and monoclinic sulfur, as
well as the molecular weight of sulfur vapor, by this method.
7
Niwa and Shibata have employed the method in determining the 
molecular species of antimony, selenium and tellurium vapors.
g
Balson has described a torsion-effusion apparatus, sensitive 
to 5 x 10“^ mm. Hg, with which he measured the vapor.pres­
sures of mercury and several slightly volatile substances.
9 VWessel hasjmeasured the vapor pressures and accomodation 
coefficients of iron, cadmium and silver by the torsion- 
effusion method. Searcy and Freeman‘S  measured the vapor 
pressures of tin, germanium and silver, and the molecular 
weights of their vapors, by this method.
In this investigation measurements of the vapor pres­
sures of sulfur, mercuric iodide, and cuprous chloride were 
undertaken. From a combination Knudsen effusion and torsion- 
effusion experiment, the molecular weight of cuprous chloride 
vapor was determined.
II. THEORY
Knudsen Effusi on Method
A cell with a small orifice of area A, containing the 
substance under investigation, is placed in an evacuated 
space and brought to a uniform temperature. The mass flow 
G per unit time through area A is related to the vapor pres­
sure P of the substance, the absolute temperature T, and the 
molecular weight M of the vapor species by the equation^
The assumptions made in the derivation follow. (1)
The distribution of molecular velocities is Maxwellian.
(2) The mean free path of the molecules is greater than the 
diameter of the orifice. This assumption implies that mole­
cules striking the orifice have little chance of reflection 
back into the cell because of collisions with other molecules
in the orifice. (3) Molecules leaving the orifice are dis-
12tributed according to the cosine law. This condition is 
met if the orifice edge is of negligible thickness. (4) The 
surface area of condensed phase is large compared with the 
cross section of the orifice. If this condition is met, the 
loss of vapor molecules through the orifice will not appreci­
ably disturb the equilibrium within the cell. (5) The 
accomodation coefficient is of the order of unity. Speiser 
and Johnston^ have derived a relationship between the
J0C
observed vapor pressure P and the true vapor pressure P , 
namely
>* »LP « P ---------- — -
oC + A/S,
where is the accomodation coefficient, A the area of the 
orifice, and S the surface area of condensed phase.
Torsion-Effusion Method w
In the torsion-effusion method, an effusion cell, 
containing two small orifices positioned at opposite ends 
and on opposite vertical faces of the cell, is suspended at 
its center by a torsion fiber. The force of recoil of the 
vapor molecules effusing through the orifices into a vacuum 
twists the cell from its equilibrium position until the 
twisting couple P is offset by the restoring couple of 
the fiber. In symbols
r  - t <j> , til
where T is t^ he torsion constant o?* the fiber and (f is 
the angle of'twist. If the two orifices are identical in 
size, the twisting couple P is given by the- expression
P - 1/2 PAS, (2)
where P is the pressure inside the cell, A is the cross- 
sectional area of a single orifice, and S is the distance 
between orifices. Combining equations (1) and (2), we
obtain p. ill (3)
AS.
If the two orifices are not identical in size,/the 
twisting couple T becomes
r - 1/2 P (A1S1 ♦ A2S2), (4)
in which A^ and A  ^are the cross-sectional areas of orifices 
1 and 2, respectively, and and S2 are the corresponding 
distances between each orifice and the axis of rotation.
If the effusion cell, containing a pure substance, 
is brought to a uniform temperature, and if conditions (2),
(3), (4)> and (5) of the preceding section are satisfied, 
the pressure P is the equilibrium pressure of the vapor over 
the substance at the temperature T. It is to be noted that 
the molecular weight of the vapor molecules does not appear 
in equations (4) and (5). As mentioned previously, this 
enables one to measure the total equilibrium pressure over 
the condensed phase when the molecular species in the vapor 
phase is not known. Moreover, in the derivation of the 
equations covering this case, the Maxwellian distribution 
of velocities is not assumed. The criterion is simply the 
cosine law of distribution of the molecules issuing from
The equation for the pressure then becomes
A-^ S^  + A2S2.
(5)
6the orifices.
14Searcy and Freeman, using the distribution function 
of Clausing, ^  have calculated correction factors which make 
allowance for the fact that the orifice edges have finite 
thicknesses. This "channel hole effect" causes a departure 
from true cosine distribution of molecules effusing from the 
orifices. If f is the ratio of the force exerted by molecules 
effusing from an actual hole to that which would result if 
the hole had negligible wall thickness, equation (5) becomes
P *
AlSlfl + A2S2f2-
2 T (6)
III. APPARATUS
-fi
Two photographs of the apparatus used in this research 
are shown in Figure I.
Figure II is a perspective view of the main vessel and 
its component parts. The main vessel A was made of 4”1/4 
inch I.D. Pyrex glass and was approximately 32 inches in 
length. The upper end of the vessel was flanged and ground 
flat to provide a seat for the brass plate B. The torsion-' 
fiber C was attached to the lower end of a brass rod D passing 
through the center of the brass plate. To the lower end of 
the fiber was attached a rigid glass tube E carrying the disk 
F, the mirror G, and the effusion cell stopper (not shown).
The effusion cell H was in turn attached to the cell stopper.
I is a simple suspension-arrest mechanism. Two monel rods J, 
their upper ends screwed into blind, threaded holes in the 
brass plate, carried the upper set of nickel radiation 
shields K. Four legs, resting on the bottom of the glass 
vessel, were attached to the loweKset of radiation shields L. 
M is one of two thermocouple wells placed adjacent to the 
effusion cell. The glass-insulated thermocouple wires N were 
wound about the radiation shield support rods and passed 
through capillary-tube insulators 0 inserted in the brass 
plate. P is a 3 inch Pyrex optical flat fused directly to 
the main vessel. Connection to the liquid nitrogen-cooled 
trap and oil diffusion pump was made at Q.
FIGURE I 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF APPARATUS
pFIG U R E  H
PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF MAIN VESSEL
The main vessel was connected by 2 inch Pyrex tubing 
to a conventional liquid nitrogen-cooled trap, followed by 
a National Research Corporation H-2-P, Type 113, oil diffusion 
pump. The high-vacuum end of the diffusion pump was fitted 
with a metal flange and collar forming a cup. The glass tube 
leading from the trap slipped over the throat of the diffusion 
pump into the cup filled with Apiezon-W wax. The diffusion 
pump was backed by a Welch Duo-Seal, Type 1405H, mechanical 
pump placed on the floor three feet behind the apparatus rack.
The importance of mechanical stability for the system^ 
was discovered early in the course of the work. In order to 
minimize the effect of building vibration the apparatus was 
erected on the ground floor. The main vessel, trap, and 
diffusion pump were mounted on wooden supports attached to a 
heavy angle-iron framework. The framework was loaded at its 
base with a large metal conduit, 12 inches inside diameter 
and 33 inches long, filled with concrete. The entire frame­
work rested on a shockproof mounting cbnsisting of five 
layers: one of wood, three of cork, and one of a felt-like
material.
Upon a wooden platform, constructed just above the 
concrete-filled conduit, rested an iron tripod to support 
the electrical furnace and a wooden stand to support the 
dewar for the trap.
The brass plate and suspension assembly were removable 
from the main vessel by a pulley system attached to the iron
11
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framework. A means had to be provided to hold the brass 
plate securely while assembling and disassembling the 
delicate suspension. To this end a wooden platform was 
erected near the top of the front, vertical members of the 
iron framework. A circular hole in the platform was large 
enough to permit the passage of the brass plate. A thin, 
slotted board, upon which the brass plate could rest, could 
be inserted between plate and platform.
Two vacuum gauges were attached to the system between 
the liquid nitrogen trap and the diffusion pump. One, an 
RCA-1946 thermocouple gauge, was used to measure pressures 
between 1 mm. and 10”  ^mm. Hg. The other, a Consolidated 
Vacuum Corporation VG-1A ionization gauge, was used in the 
pressure range below 10“  ^mm. Hg.
Deflection angles were measured by a telescope and 
scale assembly mounted on a vertical post in front of the 
apparatus. The 50 cm. straight scale was positioned 103.4 
± 0.5 cm. from the mirror.”
Figure III is a full-scale sketch of the brass plate, 
suspension, and suspension-arrest mechanism.
As indicated in the sketch, vac,uum-tight seals were 
made at the brass plate with rubber 0-ring gaskets.
The suspension arrest was a simple lifting device.
The slotted disk, actuated by the suspension-arrest mechan­
ism, could.be made to raise the gold disk attached to the
12
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glass connecting tube, relieving the tension in the torsion 
fiber. The brass plate and suspension assembly could then 
be removed from the glass vessel with little danger of 
breaking the fiber.
At times, during the period of testing the apparatus, 
the simple suspension arrest was replaced by a combination 
magnetic damping and lifting device. The kinetic energy of 
the rotating suspension was transformed into electrical 
energy by the production of eddy currents in the gold disk 
oscillating between the poles of a small Alnico permanent 
magnet. After evidence was obtained that the damping device 
produced erratic vapor pressure results, it was removed.
The brass plug, gold disk, and screw cap for the brass 
effusion cell were soldered to the previously platinized 
glass connecting tube. The mirror was attached to the con- 
necting tube by~-a-spring clip.
Not shown in Figure III, are the radiation-shield 
support rods and the capillary-tube insulators for the thermo­
couple lead wires. -The latter were made vacuum-tight at the 
brass plate with Apiezon-W wax.
Torsion Fibers
Flat galvanometer suspension ribbons of 14 karat gold, 
24 karat gold, and pure copper were used as torsion fibers 
in the early work. These were finally rejected because of 
non-reproducibility of the zero scale reading. The same 
difficulty was also encountered with fine tungsten and
/'
S'
H
molybdenum wires.
Quartz fibers were finally used in all of the work 
reported in this investigation. The properties of quartz, 
which make it ideal as a torsion fiber, and the techniques
of pulling quartz fibers are discussed by Neher.^ Re­
producibility of zero was more frequently attained with the 
quartz fibers. Although many fibers were drawn, five & inch 
fibers, ranging in diameter from approximately 26 microns to 
82 microns, were used throughout. The fibers were drawn from 
3 mm. diameter quartz rod. Each end was attached to a tiny 
galvanometer-suspension lug by orange flake shellac applied 
molten from the tip of a small Ungar soldering iron. Unsuc­
cessful attempts were made to platinize the ends of the fibers 
and attach them to the lugs with solder. Indium metal was 
also found unsatisfactory for bonding purposes.
The torsion constant of a fiber was determined from 
the period of torsional oscillation of each of two brass bobs 
suspended from the end of the fiber. For simple harmonic 
motion, the torsion constant T is given by the equation
t = 4 tt2i/t2, (7)
’►(here I is the moment of inertia of the bob and T is the
period of oscillation. For a cylinder of mass m and radius
a
r, suspended at the cylinder axis, I = mr /2 . Actually, 
corrections were made to this simple expression for I. Each
brass bob was attached to a fiber by inserting the lower 
suspension lug into a small drill hole and tightening down 
with a set screw. Each bob could be considered as two 
cylinders joined at their cylinder axes. The expression for 
I becomes
I ■ 1/2 (m1r1 + m2r2).
m^ and m2 could be calculated for each bob from its dimen­
sions and total mass. Data on the bobs are recorded in 
Table 1. The significance of the rTs and l*s can be obtained 
from the sketch in Figure IV.
Table 1
Data on Bobs Used in the Calibration of Torsion Fibers
Bob No. 1 Bob No. 2
m(total), g. 25.2516 10.1470
rx, cm. 0.793(4) 1.132
r2» cm. 0.193 0.199
ll> cm. 1.195 0.291
12, cm. 0.249 0.247
I, g.cm.2 6.297 6.33#
The average of several measurements of the period of 
oscillation was used in the calculation of the torsion con­
stant of each fiber from equation (7). The results are 
recorded in Table 2. T (ave.) was used for the calculation
16
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of vapor pressures.
Table 2
Calibration Data for Torsion Fibers
Bob No. 1 Bob No. 2
Fiber
No.
T(ave.), 
secs. H Tl’ dyne cm.
T(ave.), 
secs. dyni cm.
T(ave.): 
dyne cm
1 16.02 0.9686 16.02 0.9750 0.9718
12 59.12 0.07112 59.64 0.07035 0.07074
13 31.11 0.2569 0.2569
18 26.54 0.3529 26.67 0.3518 0.3524
20 6.08 6.725 6.10 6.724 6.725
Effusion Cells
Before describing the effusion cells employed in this 
investigation, difficulties encountered with two other cells 
will be recorded. One, a sheet nickel cell, whose seams were 
joined with silver solder, was found unsatisfactory because 
of its ferro-magnetic character. Small deflections were 
observed each time the A.C. furnace heating current was turned 
on or off. In the second case, an effusion cell pattern was 
cut from 0.005 inch silver sheet and an unsuccessful attempt 
was made to join the seams by helium arc welding.
A sheet brass cell was used in part of the work on 
sulfur. Figure IV shows the construction of this cell. A
13
one-piece pattern was cut from 0,005 inch brass sheet. The 
orifices were drilled with a No. 60 drill with the pattern 
pressed between two metal plates. Eight to ten measurements 
of four diameters of each orifice were made with a micro­
meter microscope. The area A of each orifice was calculated 
from the average, d(ave.), of the four measured diameters.
The results are tabulated in Table 3. The orifice edges of 
the brass effusion cell were 0.005 inch, or 0.0127 cm., in
thickness. The correction factors f were calculated from the
14
equation given by Searcy and Freeman,
? * 0.0147 (r) + 0.349o(r) + 0.9932, (3)
in which L is the thickness and r is the radius of the 
orifice. The values of f are included in Table 3.
Table 3
Data on Brass and Glass Effusion Cells
Brass Cell Glass Cell
Orifice 
No. 1
Orifice 
No. 2
Orifice 
No. 1
Orifice 
No. 2
d(ave.), cm. 0.1046 0.1029 0.0991 0.0961
A, cm.^ 0.006953 0.006316 0.007713 0.007253
s, cm. 2.974 3.045 3.13 3.04
L, cm. 0.0127 0.0127 0.0376 0.0442
f 0.9227 0.9215 0.7365 0.7510
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A larger hole was drilled in the top center section 
of the brass effusion-cell pattern for introduction of the 
sample. The pattern was formed and the seams were joined 
by soft solder applied with a soldering iron and small gas- 
oxygen torch flame, using Mayolyte as a flux. A small 
threaded collar was soldered in place and a threaded cap 
closed off the sample entry tube. The dimensions of the 
cell were $ x l x l  centimeters.
The distance between the center of each orifice and 
the axis of rotation, S, was determined in the following 
manner. The cell and connecting tube were suspended from a 
fiber. A reference fiber was suspended adjacent to the cell. 
With a traveling microscope, measurements were made of the 
distances between the centers of each orifice and the refer­
ence fiber, as well as between the two fibers. By a simple 
calculation, the desired measurements could be obtained.
Values of S are also included in Table 3.
A glass effusion cell was used in the vapor-pressure 
work on mercuric iodide, cuprous chloride, and part of the 
work on sulfur. The construction of a suitable glass ef­
fusion cell required considerable developmental work. Bulbs 
were blown into a graphite mold from thin-walled Pyrex tubing. 
Each bulb had four fairly flat sides. A hole was pierced by 
a hot, 1 mm. diameter, tungsten wire in one of the thin- 
walled sides. The soft glass was pushed inward, leaving a
20
projection on the inner side which was ground off using wet, 
powdered carborundum and a small spatula fashioned from a 
copper wire. Two of these bulbs were then attached to the 
outer section of a 7/25 standard taper joint, which served 
as the entry tube. The tip of the inner section of the 
standard taper joint was sealed off, and this served as the 
cell stopper. Two small glass hooks were attached to the 
cell stopper and connecting tube. A gold wire, twisted about 
the entry tube and over the hooks, prevented the cell from 
falling if, by chance, the cell pulled away from the stopper. 
A sketch of the glass effusion cell, drawn approximately to 
scale, is included in Figure IV.
The results of measurements of the orifice areas with 
a microscope equipped with a camera lucida were unsatisfac­
tory, as were those by projection with a low-powered vertical 
microscope. It was decided that greater accuracy could be 
achieved by measuring four diameters with a micrometer 
microscope7 as described above. The results, obtained by 
this last method, are recorded in Table 3.
At the conclusion of the experimental work, the end 
bulbs of the glass cell were broken and the thickness of 
each orifice edge was determined from measurements with a 
micrometer microscope. Utilizing these measurements, values 
of f, the cell correction factors, were calculated from 
equation (8). These values are included in Table 3.
21
The distances between the orifices and the axis of 
rotation were measured in the manner already described, and 
the values are included in Table 3.
Figure V shows the position of the effusion cell with 
respect to thermocouple wells, radiation shields, and furnace.
The radiation shields were constructed from 0.025 inch 
sheet nickel, the plates of each set being separated by glass 
spacers. The vertical spacing between the two sets of radi­
ation shields was approximately three inches. The shields 
were constructed in the manner shown in order to obtain a 
high speed of evacuation in the region of the effusion cell.
A 3/^ inch hole in the center of the upper set permitted 
insertion of the connecting tube and effusion cell stopper 
for assembly of the suspension.
Temperature Measurement
Temperatures in the region of the effusion cell were 
measured with two iron-constantan thermocouples. The measur­
ing junctions of the thermocouple wires were inserted in 
small copper wells. The thermocouple wells were positioned
in the manner shown in Figure V in order to detect possible
o
temperature gradients in the cell region. Below 100 C.,
the gradient never exceeded 0.2°, and generally was 0.1° or 
less. Over the range 260° to 370° C., the gradient did not 
exceed 0.6°, and generally was 0.4° or less. The reference
22
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junctions of the thermocouple wires were maintained at 0° C. 
by insertion in dewars containing crushed ice and water. 
Thermocouple EMF’s were measured on a Type B, Rubicon Poten­
tiometer.
One of the thermocouples was: calibrated in situ at
o
three points; the freezing point of lead, 327.3 C., the
o
freezing point of tin, 231.9 C., and the freezing point of
ice, 0° C. National Bureau of Standards samples of lead and
o o
tin were used. At 327 and 232 C., the thermocouple read
high by 0,B° and 0.3°? respectively, and at the ice point,
low by 0.1° 0.
A comparison of the two thermocouples was made by
inserting both measuring junctions in the same thermocouple
o owell and measuring EMF’s over the range 20 to 375 C. The 
two thermocouples agreed with each other within 0.2° over the 
entire range. Below 120° C., the EMF readings were identical.
The temperature of an observation was established as 
follows. An average temperature was determined from the EMF 
indications of the individual thermocouples. Assuming 
linearity of the correction between the calibration points, 
a correction was determined and applied to each average 
temperature.
Furnace and Temperature Control
The tube furnace is shown in cross section in Figure V. 
The hollow core was machined from a large iron water pipe.
J24
The dimensions of the iron form were: length, 14 inches;
outside diameter, 6-9/16 inches; inside diameter, 6 inches.
The resistance element, insulated from the iron core by 
mica sheet and held in place by Saureisen cement and asbes­
tos tape, was approximately 90 turns of #14 Nichrome wire, 
having a total resistance of 22 ohms. A 4 inch middle 
section was wound 5-1/2 turns per inch; a 4-1/2 inch upper 
section, 7 turns per inch; and a 4-1/2 inch lower section,
3 turns per inch. A large galvanized iron envelope retained 
a 3 inch layer of Superex insulating material. The furnace 
end-pieces were fashioned from 1/4 inch transite boards.
Initially the resistance winding was a straight 
helical-type winding. When the system was first tested, 
employing a brass effusion cell, large deflections were ob­
served each time the power was turned on or off. For some 
time it was thought that these deflections resulted from eddy 
currents induced in the effusion cell. For this reason the 
furnace was re-wound non-inductively (bifilar winding).
Later it was discovered that the deflections were caused by 
electrical potentials induced on the iron core. Upon ground­
ing the iron core, the cause of the deflections was eliminated.
Temperature control was obtained in the following 
ipanner. The measuring junction of an iron-constantan thermo­
couple was inserted into a 4“ 1/2 inch hole in the upper end 
of the iron furnace core. The reference junction was main­
tained at 0° C. by an ice-water bath. Control signals from
25
the thermocouple were sent to a Foxboro Potentiometer 
Controller. A mercury switch in the controller actuated a 
heavy-duty relay in the power circuit. Power was supplied 
to the furnace through a Type 1226 Powerstat operating from 
a 115 volt A.C. line. A 37 ohm, water-cooled rheostat was 
inserted in the power circuit at furnace temperatures above 
250° C. With this arrangement, when the relay was in the 
open position, the heating current dropped only to a value 
somewhat less than that necessary to maintain the desired 
temperature. In general, the drift in the temperature did not 
exceed 0.3° C. in a half-hour interval.
IV. MATERIALS
Sulfur
Vapor pressure measurements were made on sulfur ob­
tained from two sources, giving results identical within 
the limits of experimental error.
99.5# pure "washed” sulfur was obtained from the Orr, 
Brown and Price Company, Columbus, Ohio. It met the speci­
fications for washed sulfur listed in the "National Formu- 
17lary.” This sulfur was in the form of a fine yellow 
powder.
IS
Sulfur, purified by the method of Bacon and Fanelli, 
was obtained from the Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, 
Ohio. Spectrographic analysis of the sample showed less
than five parts per million of aluminum and calcium, and less
&than one part per million of magnesium, lead, nickel, tin, 
titanium, silver, and chromium. It was distilled once under 
20 mm. pressure at Battelle and distilled again under high 
vacuum at this laboratory. The purified crystals were 
pulverized in a mortar.
Mercuric Iodide
Mallinckrodt Analytical Reagent was used. The follow­
ing is a list of the maximum limits of impurities:
Foreign metals (as Pb) 0.001#
Iron (Fe) 0.001
Mercurous mercury (as Hg) 0.10
Non-volatile matter 0.02
Soluble mercury salts (as Hg) 0.04 
Solution in KI solution To pass test
Assay (Hgl2) Not less than 99#.
26
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Cuprous Chlori de
Cuprous chloride was prepared from C u C ^ ^ ^ O  by two 
standard methods, employing, with the exception of the copper 
metal powder, only Reagent Grade or C.P. chemicals.
For Preparation I, the cupric chloride was reduced 
with J.T. Baker Copper Metal, Precipitated Powder, following, 
in general, the method given by Blanchard, Phplan, and 
Davis.^ The cuprous chloride was washed with glacial 
acetic acid, and the acid was rempved in a vacuum-drying 
apparatus. A portion of Preparation I was vacuum-sublimed.
Preparation II was prepared by the method found in 
20
Inorganic Syntheses. Reduction of cupric chloride was 
carried out with sodium sulfite. The cuprous chloride was 
washed with successive portions of glacial acetic acid, 
absolute alcohol, and anhydrous ether. The ether was re­
moved in the vacuum-drying apparatus.
Preparation II was analyzed for total copper and 
total chloride. The average of two electrolytic copper 
analyses gave 64.03# copper. The average of four gravi­
metric ^ chloride analyses gave 35.63# chlorine. The theo­
retical percentages of copper and chlorine in cuprous 
chloride are 64.13# and 35.32#, respectively.
Vapor-pressure measurements made on vacuum-dried 
Preparation I, vacuum-sublimed Preparation I, and Prep­
aration II gave identical results within experimental error.
V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The general procedure pursued in the work on cuprous 
chloride will be described, followed by some modifications 
found necessary in the other work. Minor deviations from 
this general procedure did occur, however.
The thoroughly clean, dry glass effusion cell was 
filled with approximately one gram of cuprous chloride. The 
sample was concentrated in the center of the cell and spread 
out gradually toward each end.
The suspension was assembled and lowered into position 
in the main vessel. The thermocouple lead wires were attached 
to the potentiometer. A wire was connected between one 
potentiometer terminal and a water pipe ground in order to 
eliminate the effect of stray fields on the thermocouple wires. 
The suspension arrest was lowered and the zeroing knob was 
turned until the average scale reading was between 40 and. 50 
cm. The mechanical pump was started, and liquid nitrogen was 
put in the dewar for the trap after the pressure in the system 
had dropped to approximately 0.1 mm. Hg. A period of waiting 
then ensued during which the cell oscillations were damped 
out almost completely.
The diffusion pump was then turned on with the dif­
fusion pump Variac set at SO. As the pump oil heated up 
a rise of the pressure of the system was detectable on the 
thermocouple pressure gauge. After about 25 minutes, the
pressure in the system dropped approximately to its initial
26
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value. The diffusion pump Variac was then set at 110, and 
in about 15 minutes the pressure in the system had dropped 
below 10“ ^ mm. With this pump-down procedure, cell oscil­
lations could be kept to a minimum. The ultimate pressure
-5at the ionization gauge seldom exceeded 2 x 10 mm. during 
the course of a successful run.
A zero scale reading was then taken under high vacuum 
at room temperature. Furnace power was turned on and the 
controller setting was changed periodically as the furnace 
temperature increased. The final controller setting was 
generally that for the highest temperature desired during 
the course of a given run. Approximately three hours were 
required for the establishment of thermal equilibrium at 
the first control point, and approximately 45 minutes at 
subsequent controller settings.
Observations of cell deflection and thermocouple EMF’s 
were made over a period of from 20 to 45 minutes at a given 
control point. Unless there was an obvious drift in temper­
ature and scale readings, the deflection and temperatures 
were determined from the averages of the observations. At 
each control point, several measurements of the pressure in 
the system were made with the ionization gauge.
Each run usually consisted of 3 or 4 sets of observa­
tions. After completion of the last set of observations, 
the Powerstat was shut off and the system was permitted to 
cool to room temperature. A final zero scale reading was
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taken. The difference between the initial and final zeros 
never exceeded 3 mm., and, in general, was 1 mm. or less.
The average of the two zeros was used in the calculations.
frequently a second, and occasionally a third, series 
of observations was made before the conclusion of a run.
These latter parts of a run were designated by the suffixes 
"a" and "b".
At the conclusion of a run, the diffusion pump Variac 
was shut off and the pump oil was cooled to room temperature. 
Occasionally air was admitted to the system to a pressure of 
approximately 1 ran. and the zero was redetermined.
In general, a fresh sample of material was put into 
the cell before each run. Before introducing the new sample, 
the glass cell was washed with dilute HC1, aqua regia or 
chromic acid cleaning solution, and distilled water, and 
dried in an oven.
Since the temperatures were less than 100° C. in the 
measurements on sulfur and mercuric iodide, a considerably 
greater period of time, from three to four hours, was re­
quired for the establishment of thermal equilibrium at each 
controller setting.
Since mercuric iodide has an appreciable vapor pres-
-5sure at room temperature, approximately 2 x 10 y mm. at 
25° C., the zero scale readings were generally taken when 
the pressure in the system was close to 1 mm. These ”high 
pressure zeros” were not as accurate or reproducible as the
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others. At times, a correction, obtained from the extra­
polated portion of the vapor-pressure curve, was applied to 
the high vacuum zero for the determination of the true zero. 
The difficulty experienced in obtaining the true zero will 
be evident from the lower precision of the results.
A new sample of mercuric iodide was not always put 
into the cell before a run. Occasional additions to the old 
sample were made. At times, the mercuric iodide residue was 
removed and the cell was washed with KI solution and dis­
tilled water before introducing a new sample.
Between vapor-pressure runs on sulfur, employing the 
brass effusion cell, no attempt was made to clean the cell 
in the work reported here. Instead, additions were made to 
the sulfur remaining in the cell from a previous run, or the 
contents were simply emptied and another sample was intro­
duced. Prior to the work reported on here, the cell had 
been cleaned on two occasions: once with CS^ and acetone,
and, another time, with toluene, acetone, ammonium hydroxide, 
and water.
The vapor-pressure work on sulfur, employing the glass 
effusion cell, was interrupted. Measurements were first 
made on "washed" sulfur, during which additions were made 
to the cell contents, or the contents were emptied before 
introducing a new sample. The cell was then washed with 
toluene, alcohol, water, and acetone. Determinations of the 
vapor pressures of mercuric iodide and cuprous chloride were
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then carried out. When the work on sulfur was resumed, the 
vacuum-distilled sulfur was used.
VI. RESULTS
For each observation, a value of P, the vapor pressure 
in nun. Hg of the substance under investigation, was calcu­
lated from the equation
P - 2 x 7.5006 x 1(T4 T(? (9)
AlSlfl + A2S2f2
Equation (9) is identical with equation (6) except for 
the factor 7.5006 x 10"A, which converts the pressure into 
mm. Hg. Values of T are listed in Table 2. Values of A, 
S, and f are included in Table 3.
In the determination of the angle of deflection, (f , 
consideration was given to the fact that a flat scale was 
used. (p was calculated from the expression
(p - 1/2 ( *  ± (2 ).
oL is the angle at the mirror formed between an imaginary 
line connecting the mirror with the zero scale reading, and 
a line from the mirror perpendicular to the scale. (2 is 
the corresponding angle after deflection. The factor 1/2
0
enters the equation because the measured angle is twice the 
angle of deflection. Thus the tangents of the angles ■>.
and /3 could be calculated from the scale readings and the 
perpendicular distance between mirror and scale, 108.4 - 0.5 
cm. The tangents were converted directly into angles in 
radians by means of tables.^
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The temperatures recorded in the tables which follow 
include the correction discussed in Section III. The ice 
point was taken as 273.1°K.
Sulfur
Employing the brass effusion cell, the vapor pressure 
of "washed” sulfur was measured over the temperature range 
5£.&° to 94.9°C. The values are tabulated in Table 4. A 
plot of LogiQP(mm.Hg) versus Tf x 1Ck(0K. ) is shown in
Figure VI.
Table 5 tabulates the results of the measurements of
the vapor pressure of sulfur employing the glass effusion
cell. The temperature range covered was 59.6° to 94.3°C.
In Runs 39 and 42, measurements were carried out on "washed”
sulfur, while in Runs 44a and 45a, vacuum-distilled sulfur
was used. Figure VII is a plot of these results, similar
to that of Figure VI.
In Table 6, values of the vapor pressure of sulfur
found by other investigators are tabulated. Neumann^
22employed the torsion-effusion method; Taillade, a transpi­
ration method; and Fouretier,^ a static method. Figure 
V-III displays these results graphically.
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Table 4
Vapor Pressure of Sulfur. Brass Effusion Cell.
Run
No.
Fiber
No. T,®K.
oi—i
•-Sh
21 1 366.6 2.728
21 1 361.1 2.769
21 1 355.1 2.816
22 1 366.3 2.730
22 1 360.5 2.774
22 1 355.2 2.815
25 1 368.0 2.717
25 1 366.0 2.732
25 1 360.2 2.776
25 1 354.9 2.818
26a 13 356.9 2.802
26a 13 350.7 2.851
26a 13 345.3 2.896
27 13 356.7 2.803
27 13 350.6 2.852
27 13 345.6 2.894
27a 13 356.5 2.805
27a 13 350.3 2.855
27a 13 345.3 2.896
37 12 341.8 2.926
37 12 335.8 ; 2.978
37 12 331.9 3.013
38 12 341.0 2.933
38 12 335.8 2.978
38 12 332.5 3.008
<P, PxlO4, A Ho
radian s mm.Hg kcal
.1310 40.7 24.99
.0788 24.5 25.00
.0442 13.7 25.02
.1257 39.1 25.00
.0738 22.9 25.01
.0443 13.8 25.02
.I486 46.2 24.99
.1260 39.2 24.98
.0745 23.1 24.99
.0445 13.8 25.00
.1998 16.4 25.01
.1119 9.19 25.00
.0662 5.44 25.00
.2020 16.6 24.99
.1127 9.26 24.99
.0684 5.62 25.00
.1968 16.2 24.99
.1097 9.01 24.99
.0660 5.42 25.00
.1616 3.66 25.03
.0876^ 1.98 25.02
.0558 1.26 25.03
.1488 3.37 25.03
.0859 1.94 25.03
.0600 !.36 25,03,
Mean value 25.01
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Table 5
Vapor Pressure of Sulfur. Glass Effusion Cell.
Run Fiber
T,°K.
PxlO4, AH?,
No. No. radians mm.Hg kcal.
39 IS 355.9 2.S10 .0997 14.8 25.02
39 IS 350.6 2.S52 .0606 9.04 25.01
39 IS 360.9 2.771 .1591 23.7 25.01
42 12 343.8 2.909 .1549 4.62 25.01
42 12 338.0 2.959 .0662 2.57 25.00
12 332.7 3.006 .0463 1.44 25.01
44a 1 367.4 2.722 .1035 42.4 25.02
44a 1 364.3 2.745 .0762 31.3 25.04
44a 1 359.8 2.779 .0512 21.0 25.03
45a IS 361.5 2.766 .1700 25.3 25.01
45a IS 356.4 2.S06 .1054 15.7 25.01
45a IS 350.9 2.S50 .0631 9.38 
Mean value
2?»00
25.01
Table 6
Vapor Pressure of Sulfur. Other Investigators.
Investigator T,°K. ixlO3 Pxlo\ AHq,1 mm. Hg kcal.
333.1 _~3 *002 1.06 25.22
338.0 2.959 1.-94 25.19
343.1 2.915 3.26 25.19
Neumann 348.0 2.874 5.44 25.19
353.0 2.833 8.99 25.17
358.0 2.793 14.27 25.18
362.0 2.762 20.71 25.18
332.9 3.004 1.47 25.01
Taillade 333.2 3.001 1.51 25.01
352.4 2.638 11.1 24.98
331.5 3.017 1.19 25.05
Fouretier 341.4 2.929 3.38 25.05
351.4 2.846 9.20 25.05
351.5 2.845 9.40 25.04
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For each experimental vapor pressure, a value of AHo* 
the heat of formation at 0°K. of the reaction
3 S(rhombi c) ■ Sg(gas), 
was calculated from the equation
,oAH® ~ Hoj + 3 | ~ **293.16
g
* • *
- 3
h°9S.16 * Hg] * [S?l - 3 [;
S g
S293.16] •J s
- 3  \S% - S293.16]
(10)
In the equation, R is the gas constant; In, the symbol 
for natural logarithm; P, the pressure in atmospheres; T, 
the temperature in °K.; H, the symbol for enthalpy or heat 
content; and S, the symbol for entropy. The subscripts g 
and s refer to gas and solid, respectively. The value 
1.9372 calories mole-  ^deg.-^  was assumed for R.2^
Thermodynamic functions for Sg gas have been calculated 
by Guthrie, Scott, and Waddington.2  ^ Values of
TjO JjO nm - nft
g
and [s^jg f°r use in equation (10) were interpolated from a 
graph in which tabulated values in their paper were plotted. 
These latter values are reproduced in Table 7.
Table 7
Molal Thermodynamic Functions of Sg(Gas)
g,
0
T, K - cal. deg?1 cal. deg
273.16 24.27 99.54
293.16 25.31 102.76
300 25.33 102.99
400 28.70 114.08
500 31.05 123.13
600 32.78 130.66
700 34.12 137.15
and [s? - S °9 g .i6 ] were 
s s
calculated from equations for the enthalpy and heat capacity 
given ^ y Kelley: 2^
H29ga6 = 3.58T+ 3.12xlO“3T2 - 1345,
(0.5%; 298° - 368.6°K.);
Cp « 3.58 + 6.24xlO“3T.
The value 1053.1 calories mole” "^, given by Evans and
Wagman,^ was adopted for j^H^g .^6 ” ®°]s#
From the heat capacity measurements of Eastman and 
McGavock,2^ Kelley2^ calculated [s§9g.i6]s. His value of 
7.62 4 0,04 entropy units was adopted.
The values of AH©, calculated by means of equation 
(10) from the experimental vapor-pressure data and the thermo­
dynamic functions listed above, are included in Tables 4
Values of «T - H298.161
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and 5. The mean value of AH®, 25.01 kcal., is identical 
from both sets of measurements, and was used in the calcu­
lation of vapor pressures for the presentation of the smooth 
curve of Figure VIII.
The mean value of AH® may be used in calculating values 
of AF$ and AH$. At 29S.l6°K., the calculations give:
aF29S.l6 - U -67 kcal- 
ah293.16 ■ 24.13 kcal.
Values of AH© were calculated in the foregoing manner 
from the vapor-pressure data of Neumann, Taillade, and
25Fouretier. These are included in Table 6. Guthrie, et al., 
have also calculated AHq ’s from the data of these same 
investigators. On the average, our values are smaller than 
theirs by 0.04 kcal.
Mercuric Iodide
In Table 3 are tabulated the results of the experi­
mental work on mercuric iodide, covering the temperature 
interval 42.6° to 80.3°C.
Table 8
Vapor Pressure of Mercuric Iodide
Run
No.
Fiber
No. T,°K. ^xlO3 radians
PxlO^,
mm.Hg I
1 12 315.7 3.168 .0586 1.75 -59.89
1 12 320.7 3.118 .1002 2.99 -59.91
la 12 323.4 3.092 .1296 3.87 -59.88
la 12 326.6 3.062 .1797 5.36 -59.91
la 12 317.7 3.148 .0733 2.19 -59.92
2 18 339.3 2.943 .1246 18.5 -59.89
2 18 334.6 2.989 .0760 11.3 -59.87
2 18 329.3 3.037 .0458 6.81 -59.86
3 18 340.8 2.934 .1310 19.5 -59.81
3 18 335.6 2.980 .0800 11.9 -59.79
3 18 329.2 3.038 .0437 6.50 -59.79
4 18 341.9 2.925 .1488 22.1 -59.87
4 18 335.5 2.981 .0830 12.3 -59.87
4 18 330.2 3.028 .0497 7.39 -59.84
7 1 353.4 2.830 .1504 61.7 -59.94
7 1 347.2 2.880 .0872 35.8 -59.90
7 1 341.8 2.926 .0541 22.2 -59.90
8 18 340.7 2.935 .1314 19.5 -59.83
8 18 335.5 2.981 .0768 11.4 -59.72
8 18 329.5 3.035 .0434 6.45 -59.71
9 12 327.4 3.054 .1870 5.58 -59.82
9 12 321.6 3.109 .1073 3.20 -59.86
9 12 316.2 3.163 .0611 1.82 -59.87
9a 12 327.2 3.056 .1840 5.49 -59.83
9a 12 316.2 3.163 .0607 1.81 -59.85
Mean value -59.85
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Table 9 gives the results of Shibata and Niwa,^® who 
employed the Knudsen effusion method. Figure IX is a plot 
of Log^0P(mm.Hg) versus yx10^(°k ."^ ) for both investigations.
Table 9
Vapor Pressure of Mercuri c Iodi de. Shibata and Niwa
T,°K. 1*103 PxlO4,
mm.Hg I
333.1
333.1
343.1
343.1
3.002
2.953
2.915
2.373
3.14
12.30
19.60
29.37
-57.37
-57.39
-57.37
-57.37
353.1
353.1
363.1
2.332 
- 2.793 
2.754
44.31
67.61
93.35
Mean
-57.33
-57.39
-57.36
value -57.37
In order to derive a general expression for the free
energy and heat of sublimation, the data were treated in the
31manner of Kelley.
The heat capacities of mercuric iodide, solid and gas, 
taken from Kelley’s bulletin, ° were assumed as follows:
Hgl2(solid): Cp - 13.50 (293° - 403°K.);
Hgl2(gas): Cp - 14.90 - 0.27xl0$T“2 (293°-l,000°K.).
The difference between the heat capacity of the vapor 
and that of the solid, ^Cp, is then
AC = - 3.60 - 0.27xl05Tr2P
-2 O r
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The heat of sublimation, AH$, may be expressed in 
terms of ACp by the equation
* = A c p. (11)
i.T
Upon integration we obtain
AH^, = AHq - 3.60T + 0.27x105T*1, 
where AHQ is the constant of integration.
The standard free-energy change is related to the 
standard enthalpy change (i.e., the heat of sublimation) 
through the equation
'(4s)- — >" - AHTT . (12)
n —
Substituting the expression for AH° into equation (12), we 
obtain
J  aft^
T / = - AH0T"2 + 3.60T"1 - 0.27x105T“3.
~ T t
Upon integration, this equation becomes
AFT = AHo + 3.601nT + 0.135x105T“2 + I,
T ~~ T  (13)
inhere I is another integration constant.
For a vaporization process in which only a single 
species is present in the vapor, the free energy of vapor­
ization, assuming the gas behaves ideally, is given by the
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equation
* 'i- „ - R InP, (14)AF?
F
in which P is the vapor pressure in atmospheres.
Combining equations (13) and (14) and rearranging, we
obtain
- R InP - 3.601nT - 0.135x105T"2 = + I. (15)
Denoting the left side of equation (15) by Z  , we obtain
^  + I. (16)
^  was evaluated for each temperature at which a
vapor pressure measurement was performed. A Ho was obtained
by a least squares fit of £  and i to equation (16). The
T 1value thus obtained is 21,910 calories mole~x. With this 
result, individual values of I were calculated from equation 
(16). These are entered in Table B. The mean value is 
-59.35 calories mole"^deg.
Inserting A Ho and the mean value of I into the 
equations for the heat and free energy of sublimation, we 
obtain
AHp - 21,910 - 3.60T + O ^ x l O 5^ 1;
AF° - 21,910 + 3.60T InT + 0.135x105T“1 - 59.35T. 
o
At 298.16 K., these equations yield
a h 293.16 = 20.93 kcal. mole-1;
AF^g = 10.23 kcal. mole“\
4$
Similarly, values of A Ho and I were calculated from 
the data of Shibata and Niwa. Table 9 includes values of I 
calculated from the separate measurements. Using the least 
squares value of AHo, 21,200 calories mole”1, and the mean 
value of I, -57.37 calories mole"1 deg."^, the equations for 
the heat and free energy of sublimation become 
AH^ = 21,200 - 3.60T + 0.27xl0^T“1;
AF° = 21,200 + 3.60T InT + 0.135xl05T“1 - 57.37T.
At 29&.l6°K., one obtains
^ 29#. 16 = 20.22 kcal. mole”"*";
^F29# 16 = kcal. mole-1.
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Cuprous Chloride
Experimental values of the vapor pressure of cuprous 
chloride, over the temperature interval 260.6° to 370,5°C., 
are recorded in Table 10. A vapor pressure plot of these 
values is shown in Figure X.
The data were treated in a manner similar to that 
described for mercuric iodide.
Based on a molecular weight determination of this 
research, and other evidence to be discussed subsequently, 
the vapor species was assumed to be that of the trimer,
Cu^Cl^. Consequently, the sublimation reaction can be 
written
3 CuCl(solid) = Cu,C1.3(gas).
3 3 . !
The equipartition value of 31.SO calories mole
deg.”-*- was assumed for the heat capacity of the gas. In a 
molecule composed of heavy atoms, the frequencies of vibra­
tion should be low. As a consequence, in the temperature 
range of interest, it is assumed that the higher vibrational 
energy states will be sufficiently occupied to justify the 
assumption of the equipartition principle.
An expression for the heat capacity of the solid,
32based on the data of Krestovnikov and Karetnikov, was
pX
taken from Kelley:
Cu2Cl2(solid): Cp = 11.75 + 3^.40xlO‘3T (293°- 703°K.).
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Table 10
Vapor Pressure of Cuprous Chloride
Run
No.
Fiber
No. T,°K. i^ xlO3
3 id 5^2.5 1.717
3 id 5d2.3 1.717
3 id 571.1 1.751
3 id 559.3 1.733
3a id 530.4 1.723
3a id 569.4 1.756
3a id 553.7 1.790
3b id 535.6 1.703
3b id 574.2 1.742
4 l 536.3 1.706
4 l 592.1 1.639
4 l 602.0 1.661
4 l 606.1 1.650
4a l 604.4 1.655
4a l 596.3 1.677
4a l 537.1 1.703
5 l 604.4 1.655
5 l 593.7 1.634
5 l 534.9 1.710
5a l 535.0 1.709
5a l 595.3 1.673
5a l 602. d 1.659
6 l 602.9 1.659
6 l 593.7 1.634
6 l 535.3 1.709
6a l 535.5 1.703
6d l 597.3 1.674
6a l 605.5 1.652
7 id 536.6 1.705
7 id 576.5 1.735n1 id 565.5 1.763
7a id 564.6 1.771
7a id 576.1 1.736
7a id 536.2 1.706
continued on next page
<P,
radians
PxlO4
mm.Hg I
.1511
.1490
.0325
.0434
22.5
22.2
12.3
6.45
36.23
36.31 
36.33
36.31
.1343
.0750
.0414
.1764
20.0
11.2
6.16
26.2
36.34
36.34
36.33
36.33
.0963
.0679
.0393
.1472
14.4
27.3
36.3
60.4
36.33
36.23
36.31
36.30
.1796
.1653
.1115
.0711
73.7 
67.3
45.7 
29.2
36.23
36.27
36.30
36.29
.1641
.0962
.0622
.0622
67.3
39.5
25.5
25.5
36.29
36.35 
36.31
36.35
.1053
.1505
.1473
.0926
43.4 
61.7 
60.6 
33.0
36.37
36.32
36.36
36.42
.0602
.0611
.1122
.1633
24.7
25.1
46.0
69.0
36.41
36.42 
36.39 
36.34
.1353
.1102
.0619
.0592
27.6
16.4
9.21
3.30
36.33
36.32
36.31
36.29
.1073
.1303
16.0
26.9
36.33
36.35
Table 10 (continued)
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Run
No.
Fiber
No. T,°K
«■*>oT—i <P>radians
PxlO^
mm.Hg I
8 12 553.0 1.308 .1518 4.53 36.31
8 12 542.6 1.843 .0822 2.45 36.29
8 12 533.7 1.874 .0482 1.44 36.24
8a 12 556.9 1.796 .1901 5.68 36.28
8a 12 547.# 1.825 .1123 3.35 36.31
8a 12 536. 8 1.863 .0583 1.74 36.25
9 20 614.6 1.627 .0377 107. 36.33
9 20 624.4 1.602 .0591 168. 36.28
9 20 634.5 1.576 .0927 263. 36.27
9 20 643.6 1.554 .1356 385. 36,26
Mean value 36.32
For 3 CuCl(solid), the corresponding heat capacity equation 
is*
3 CuCl(solid): Cp « 17.63 + 57.60xl0“3T.
The expression for ACp becomes
ACp « 14.17 - 57.60x10"^T.
Substituting this expression for ACp into equation 
(11) and integrating, we obtain
AHlp *= A Ho + 14.17T - 28.80xl0“3T2.
Substitution of into equation (12) and integra­
tion yields
. y?, - 14.17 In T + 2S.80x10-3t + I. (17)
Combining equations (17) and (14), rearranging, and
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defining X. as before, we obtain
t  - - R InP + 14.171nT - 2g.gOxlO*3T - -ffi? + I.
T
AHo was evaluated by a least squares calculation 
resulting in 36,360 calories mole"^. Using this value of 
AHo, values of I were calculated and recorded in Table 10. 
The mean value of I is 36.32 calories moIe”'*'deg.“ .^
The expressions for the heat and free energy of 
sublimation become
AH° « 36,360 + 14.17T - 2S.30xl0_3T2;
AF° - 36,360 - 14.17T InT + 23.S0xl0~3T2 + 36.32T.
T
At 29&.l6°K., calculations give
AH29S 16 * 3S*03 kcal-5
Molecular Weight Determination of Cuprous Chloride Vapor 
In order to obtain additional evidence that the 
principal vapor species of cuprous chloride below 370°C. 
is the trimer, a combination torsion-effusion - Knudsen 
effusion run was carried out.
The weighed glass effusion cell, containing approxi­
mately 0.9 gram of solid cuprous chloride, was suspended in 
the system from torsion fiber No. 20. The system was evacu­
ated and heated rapidly to approximately 360°C. It was main­
tained at this temperature approximately 13-1/2 hours, and 
then cooled quickly to room temperature. The effusion cell 
was removed and its loss of weight was determined.
Observations of cell deflection and thermocouple 
EMF’s were made during the heating and cooling periods, and, 
infrequently, over the constant temperature interval. During 
the heating and cooling periods, the temperature of the cell
was calculated from the observed deflections and the cuprous 
chloride vapor-pressure data previously obtained. For the 
constant temperature interval, both the temperatures and the
servations. The data from this run are tabulated in Table 
11.
The loss of weight by effusion in time dt is given 
by the equation
corresponding vapor pressures were determined from the ob
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Table 11
Data from Torsion-Effusi on - Knudsen Effusion Run on
Cuprous Chloride
—2 p j
Elapsed
time, 9, P,
dynes cmminutes T,°K. radian s
16 589.6 .0115 4.35
28 601.3 .0205 7.77
40 611.2 .0329 12.44
50 620.0 .0492 18.67
60 627.7 .0717 27.06
63 630.1 .0787 29.73
66 631.7 .0844 31.86
71 632.9 .0880 33.33
75 632.9 .0890 33.60
81 633.8 .0889 33.60
88 633.8 .0885 33.46
92 633.7 .0882 33.33
571 630.9 .0790 29.86
578 630.9 .0790 29.86
630 630.7 .0782 29.60
723 630.6 .0771 29.20
883 630.4 .0746 28.26
887 630.5 .0749 28.40
893 628.1 .0720 27.20
896 625.8 .0646 24.40
901 618.4 .0457 17.33
909 607.2 .0268 10.13
912 602.4 .0212 8.04
.179
.317
.503
.750
1.080
1.184
1.268
1.325
1.336
1.335
1.329
1.324
1.189
1.189 
1.179 
1.163
1.125
1.131
1.085
.976
.697
.411
.328
in which dG is the weight loss in grams; P, the vapor
pressure in dynes c m .“2; and A21 the areas of cross sec- 
2
tion in cm. , and and K2, -the Clausing correction factors 
for orifices 1 and 2, respectively; M, the molecular weight 
of the vapor species; R, the gas constant; T, the tempera­
ture in °K.; and t, the time in seconds.
Since both P and T are functions of the time, the 
total weight loss, G, becomes t
0 - /dO - ( A ^  ♦ A2K2> (_JL)lJpT-*dt.
The integral was evaluated graphically from a determination
_  j.
of the area under the curve of a plot of PT“l versus t. The 
result is 6.339x10^ e.g.s. units., K-^ and K2 were deter­
mined from a plot of the Clausing correction factors given 
in Dushman,-^ and the dimensions of the cell orifices given 
in Table 3. The values thus obtained are 0.7230 and 0.6394 
for K\ and K^ j respectively. The weight loss, G, was found 
to be 0.5154 grams.
From the above values; the value of R, 3.314x10^ ergs 
°K“ ;^ and the values of and A2 obtained from Table 3, the 
molecular weight was calculated as 306 1 21. The uncertainty 
is an estimate based mainly upon uncertainties in the^pres- 
sures and the area under the curve. The theoretical molec­
ular weight of the trimer is 297.
VII. DISCUSSION OF ERRORS
The accuracy of the vapor-pressure measurements will 
be*discussed with reference to equation (6), here rewritten:
2 T  <p
AlSlfl + A2S2f2 ’  ^ ^
An attempt will be made to estimate the maximum error ex­
pected in an average value of P calculated from equation (6). 
This is, in a sensed a measure of the accuracy of an entire 
set of vapor-pressure values.
Since cell constants enter the equation, measurements 
with the glass effusion cell and with the brass effusion cell 
must be considered separately.
Glass Effusion Cell
In measurements employing the glass effusion cell, the 
principal source of error in P is the uncertainty in the 
numerical values of the correction factors, f^ and f2« As 
shown by equation (8), f is a function of tiue radius, r, 
and the thickness of an orifice edge, L. Although errors in 
the measurements of r^ and r? probably do not exceed -0.5%» 
it is roughly estimated that and Lg may be too large by 
10% and 20%, respectively. The error in arises primarily 
from the beveled nature of the outer end of the orifice 
canal. The increased error in Lg is due to the fact that 
the inner edge of orifice No. 2 was not coplanar with the
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outer edge. It is thought that, from the manner in which 
the measurements were made, the lengths and L2 might be 
over-estimates. Consequently, the pressure measurements 
with the glass cell could possibly be high from this factor 
alone by approximately 4$.
The error in a measurement of an area of cross 
section is estimated as ±1$. The estimate is based on cal­
culations of Aj and A2 using both minimum and maximum 
measured diameters. Each of these errors produces an error 
in P to the extent of ±0.5$.
The estimated uncertainties in and S2 are ±1.5$. 
Each produces an error in P of approximately ±0.75$.
A comparison of the torsion constants of a given 
fiber obtained from measurements with both brass bobs 
suggests that the torsion constants may be inaccurate to 
±1$. This error introduces a similar error into P.
The error in the measurement of the angle of deflec­
tion, <P , is not a constant, but is dependent, for the 
greatest part, upon the change of zero during a particular 
run and the random fluctuation of the scale reading at a 
control point. On the average, the inaccuracy in a measure­
ment of P, due to inaccuracy in <P , amounted to approxi­
mately ±1.5$ in the work on sulfur and cuprous chloride, and 
±3$ in the work on mercuric iodide. These estimates are 
based upon calculations of the standard deviations of the
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quantities AH§( sulfur) and I (cuprous chloride and mercuric 
iodide). It was assumed that the standard deviations could 
be treated as errors in the pressures due entirely to in­
accuracies in measurements of (j> .
Excluding the error in P due to f^ and f2, the
maximum error in P is calculated as the square root of the 
sum of the squared errors. In the measurements on sulfur 
and cuprous chloride, this calculation givqsi2.2$, while in 
the measurements on mercuric iodide, the figure is 13.4$.
If the i2.2$ maximum error given above is combined 
with the 4$ error in P due to uncertainties in f^ and f2, 
the result is that the vapor pressures of sulfur and cuprous 
chloride measured with the glass cell might be high by 6.2$ 
or low by 2.2$. The corresponding values for mercuric 
iodide are 7.4$ and 3.4$, respectively.
Brass Effusion Cell
The large uncertainty in the length of the orifice
canal did not exist in the measurements on sulfur employing
the brass effusion cell. The uncertainty in the length 
probably does not exceed 2^$, so that the corresponding 
uncertainty in P is negligible.
The inaccuracy in each area of cross section is 
approximately ±2$, producing inaccuracies in P of il$ each, 
the estimated errors in S^ , S2, and T are identical with
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those of the glass cell. The random error in £? in measure­
ments on sulfur employing the brass cell was about *2%.
The maximum error is calculated to be -2.9%.
Temperature
A discussion of the calibration of the iron-constantan 
thermocouples and of the existence of temperature gradients 
in the region of the effusion cell has been included in 
Section III. To summarize, the estimated maximum error in 
the adopted experimental temperature is ±Q.3°C. in the 
interval 0° to lOO^C., -1° between 230° and 330°C., and 
±1.5° between 330° and 370°C.
VIII DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
SulfUr
Many investigators have measured the vapor pressure 
of solid sulfur. The results of the various investigations 
are widely divergent. A comparison of some of the results 
with those of the present investigation will be made.
Of the early work, mention should be made of the 
results of Gruener-^ and of Ruff and Graf.^ Both of these 
investigations were carried out by the transpiration method. 
Although the order of magnitude of the pressures obtained by 
Gruener is roughly the same as ours, the slopes of the vapor- 
pressure curves are different. Ruff and Graf’s results give 
a different slope, with values higher than ours by as much as 
600$ at the lowest pressures. In addition, the individual 
measurements show considerable scatter.
The more recent measurements, with the exception of 
the single measurement of Brown and Muir, fall into two 
groups. In the high group are the results of Taillade,^^ 
Fouretier,^ and this investigation, while some 30 to 35% 
lower fall the measurements of Neumann,^*3 Bradley,^ and 
Rideal and Wiggins. ^ 7 The single result of Brown and 
Muir,obtained by the transpiration method, is still 
higher than ours by approximately 200%. Taillade employed 
the transpiration method using principally water vapor, but
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also air, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide, as the gas of en- 
trainment. In Fouretier’s static method, a determination 
consisted of measuring the force exerted upon a piston by 
the sulfur vapor. Neumann utilized the torsion-effusion 
method in his measurements of the vapor pressure of sulfur 
and the molecular weight of sulfur vapor. Bradley, and 
Rideal and Wiggins employed the Knudsen effusion technique.
Guthrie, Scott, and Waddington^ discuss one possibil­
ity of removing the disparity between the recent results. 
Based upon the vapor density measurements of Braune, Peter, 
and N e v e l i n g , - ^  they conclude that equilibrated sulfur vapor 
at temperatures below the melting point consists of approxi­
mately 75 mole percent Sg and 25 mole percent S^. From the 
nature of the experiments conducted by Taillade and Fouretier 
(as well as those of West and Menzies^ over the liquid), 
they postulate that the jvapor equilibrium was established. 
Neumann’s molecular weight determinations yield an average 
value of 2 55. From this and from the dynamic nature of 
effusion experiments, Guthrie, et al., conclude that in the 
effusion work of Neumann and Bradley the vapor species was 
solely Sg. With these assumptions, they show that AH8 
values calculated from the five sets of data for the reaction
6 S(rhombic) * Sg(gas)
are in accord.
However, the vapor density measurements of Braune, 
et al., from which an equilibrium constant for the reaction
3 Sg(gas) * 4 S6(gas) 
can be calculated, were made over the temperature range 350° 
to 1000°C. Thus the conclusion reached by Guthrie, et al., 
is uncertain to the extent of the uncertainty in the extra­
polation of the equilibrium constants, as well as in the 
measurements themselves.
Since both Neumann’s measurements and those of the 
present investigation were performed by the torsion-effusion 
method, it becomes necessary to attempt an explanation of 
the disagreement between these two sets of results. There 
appear to be two alternatives. (1) The sulfur employed in 
this investigation was a mixture of modifications, perhaps 
rhombic sulfur and ’’insoluble" or yn -sulfur, which would 
volatilize to give Sg and S^ . (2) The vapor over solid
sulfur consists only of Sg species, but Neumann should have 
appjj-ed orifice correction factors of the Searcy-Freeman 
type.
Concerning the first possibility, it is known that 
Neumann's experiments were conducted with rhombic sulfur, 
crystallized from carbon disulfide. In our own work, 
measurements were carried out on "washed" sulfur and sulfur 
which was vacuum-distilled at approximately l60°C. If the 
rate of conversion to rhombic sulfur at temperatures below
the melting point is extremely slow, there was almost 
certainly some present in the sulfur. Its presence 
may account for the higher volatility observed. On the 
other hand, Taillade, who performed experiments with flowers 
of sulfur and sulfur which had been heated above the melting 
point and cooled quickly, obtained a slightly volatile resi­
due at the completion of a run which he attributed so Sy* .
The second alternative may have some merit. It is 
rather striking that the uncorrected vapor-pressure results 
of this research, employing the glass effusion cell, are 
almost identical with those of Neumann, who applied no 
correction. Neumann utilized a glass effusion cell in which 
the orifices had been pierced with a hot platinum wire. In 
so doing, a projection or lip might have been left on the 
inner edge of each orifice, as was the case reported here.
The orifices of Neumann's glass effusion cell were 0.3 to
0.5 mm. in diameter, approximately half, or less, than the 
diameters of the orifices of the glass cell used in this re­
search. Consequently, since the correction factors are a 
function of ^ 7 even though the thickness of an orifice edge 
of Neumann’s cell might have been considerably less than 
ours, the correction could be of the same order of magnitude.
An attempt was made by the author to show that Neumann 
should have applied a cell correction to his results.
Values of the vapor pressure of benzophenone, obtained by
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Neumann and Volker^ evidently with the same cell used in the 
sulfur experiments, are in agreement with the results of 
Volmer and Kirchhoff,^ Fouretier,^ and, to a lesser extent, 
Shibata and Niwa.^® However, Volmer and Kirchhoff, on the 
basis of a single measurement by the transpiration method, 
suggest that their other results, obtained by Knudsen effusion 
experiments, might be low by 11%. Some of the values of 
Shibata and Niwa, particularly those over liquid benzophe- 
none, are higher than Neumann’s by as much as 9%. Since 
Shibata and Niwa employed the Knudsen method in which the 
orifice of the cell had a knife-edge, a Clausing-type cor­
rection, which would be difficult to estimate, should have 
been applied to their results. On the other hand, there is 
no reason to suppose that Fouretier’s results, obtained by 
his static method, are low.
Because of a lack of sufficient data, no solution to
«
the dilemma is apparent. A further study of the nature of 
sulfur vapor at temperatures below the melting point is 
needed. Additional vapor-pressure measurements of benzo- 
phenone and pure rhombic sulfur might clarify the situation.
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Mercuric Iodide
Prior to this work, three groups of investigators 
measured the vapor pressure of red mercuric iodide, the 
stable modification below 127°C. In 1905, Wiedemann^ 
reported four measurements above 100°C. which show appreci­
able scatter. Stock and Zimmermann,^  in 1929, obtained a 
value of 3.5x10“? mm. in a single measurement at 0°C. All 
of the above results fall outside the temperature interval
under consideration in the present investigation.
30The results of Shibata and Niwa have been included 
in Section VI for comparison with our own values. The slope 
of our vapor-pressure curve is somewhat different from 
theirs. In addition our results are higher than theirs by 
as much as 35$. The explanation for the higher results 
might be in the orifice correction factors discussed in the 
section on sulfur. Shibata and Niwa, in their Knudsen 
experiments, employed an effusion cell having a knife-edge 
orifice. Since they failed to apply a Clausing correction, 
their results must certainly be low to some extent.
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Cuprous Chloride
Von Wartenberg and Bosse,^ Maier,^ and Tarasenkov 
and Kozhmyakov^ have measured the vapor pressure of liquid 
cuprous chloride. The lowest measurement is at a temperature 
of 632°C., the corresponding vapor pressure being 3.1 mm. 
Until the present work, no measurements over the solid were 
reported.
Early investigators of the vapor density of cuprous 
chloride concluded that the vapor consists of the dimer.
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However, with this conclusion, Kelley^ has shown that the 
entropy of vaporization is abnormally low. The assumption 
of dissociation of the dimer did not improve the situation. 
Moreover, Maxwell and Mosley^ were unable to interpret 
electron diffraction data on cuprous chloride under assump­
tion of the monomer or dimer. Their results indicate a 
non-linear molecule with at least two interatomic distances.
Recently Brewer and Lofgren^ undertook a study to 
determine the reason for the low entropy of vaporization and 
the anomaly of the diffraction data. They investigated the 
equilibria of the reaction
X Cu(s) ♦ X HCl(g) - CuxClx(g) ♦ X/2 H2(g),
in which X is the polymer number, and performed additional 
molecular weight determinations. From the equilibrium data 
they obtained a negative value for the equilibrium constant 
of the reaction producing dimer, the difference from zero
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being of the order of the maximum error expected from the 
experimental uncertainty. This result was taken as proof 
of the non-existence of dimeric cuprous chloride. A series 
of molecular weight determinations, at temperatures between 
1100° and 1200°K., gave values grouped about the theoretical 
molecular weight of the trimer.
From their data, Brewer and Lofgren have calculated 
high-temperature equilibrium constants for the reaction
0u3013(g) ’ 3 Cu01(g)-
At a temperature of 100Q°K and a pressure of 0.0218 atmos­
pheres, a calculation gives 0.0014 mole percent CuCl, in­
dicating a high stability for the trimer.
The molecular weight determination of this investiga­
tion is another confirmation of the existence of trimeric 
cuprous chloride.
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